ABSTRACT: Thousands of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been conducted to identify the genetic variants associated with complex disorders. However, only a small proportion of phenotypic variances can be explained by the reported variants. Moreover, many GWAS failed to identify genetic variants associated with disorders displaying hereditary features. The "missing heritability" problem can be partly explained by rare variants. We simulated a causality scenario that gestational ages, a quantitative trait that can distinguish preterm (<37 weeks) and term births, were significantly correlated with the rare variant aggregations at 1000 single-nucleotide polymorphism loci. These 1000 simulated causal rare variants were embedded into randomly selected subsets of 9642 promoter regions from the 1000 Genomes Project genotypic data according to different proportions of causal rare variants within the embedded promoters. Through analysis of the correlations between rare variant aggregations and gestational ages, we found that the embedded promoters as a whole showed weaker genetic association when the proportion of causal rare variants decreased, and no individual embedded promoters showed genetic association when the proportion of causal rare variants was smaller than 0.4. Our analyses indicate that association signals can be greatly diluted when causal rare variants are dispersedly and sparsely distributed in the genome, accounting for an important source of missing heritability.
Introduction
Genome-wide association study (GWAS) is a common approach for pinpointing the genetic variants associated with complex disorders. 1 According to the GWAS Catalog, thousands of GWAS have been conducted. 2 Each GWAS may report several to several tens of genetic variants associated with its investigated disorder. However, the identified genetic variants frequently show only modest effects on the disease risk or quantitative trait variation, which is referred to as the "missing heritability" problem. 3 Moreover, GWAS for spontaneous preterm birth, a complex disorder displaying hereditary features, 4 have not reported any convincing associated variants. 5, 6 Many theories have been proposed to explain the missing heritability problem in GWAS. Conventionally, GWAS limit analyses to common variants according to minor allele frequency (MAF) ≥5%. It is possible that low-frequency (0.5% ≤ MAF < 5%) and/or rare (MAF <0.5%) variants account for part of the missing heritability. 3, 7 In rare mendelian disorders, causal rare variants tend to show high penetrance, whereas in complex disorders, the penetrance levels of rare variants are now believed to be mostly moderate to small. 8 Recent studies have reported potentially pathogenic roles of rare variants in schizophrenia. 9, 10 Due to the rareness problem, analysis of individual rare variants is difficult. Thus, association testing for rare variants often relies on collapsing methods, ie, examining the combined effects of rare variants in a gene or a functional unit so as to amplify association signals. 11 Specific forms of rare variant collapsing methods include the BURDEN test 12 and the sequence kernel association test (SKAT). 13 The effectiveness of most rare variant collapsing methods relies on a large proportion of variants in some scanned genomic regions being causal. 11 However, it is not reasonable to simply assume that causal rare variants tend to be clustered within several long chromosomal regions. Short functional elements such as transcript factor binding sites, promoters, enhancers, open chromatins, nucleosome positioning, and histone modifications are dispersedly distributed in the genome, and rare variants across a large number of (say >100) such functional elements may collectively modulate phenotypes. Recent studies have demonstrated that disease riskassociated variants may be enriched in particular epigenetic marks across the entire genome. [14] [15] [16] Effective rare variant analysis approaches must properly model how rare variants are associated with complex disorders. From a network view, the normal functionality of a life system is contingent on the spatiotemporal harmony of the entire gene networks, whereas on the opposite, multiple small genetic disturbances can collective render rewiring of gene networks, further leading to genetic disorders. [17] [18] [19] [20] In this sense, hundreds to thousands of rare variants that modulate disease-related pathways can be the causes of some complex disorders. Of note, a large number of causal variants do not mean that any disease individual carries most of the causal variants. The genetics of complex disorders are often heterogeneous, 21 Spontaneous preterm birth (gestational age <37 weeks) is apparently a complex genetic disorder, as a woman's preterm birth risk is higher if she was born preterm or she has preterm birth history. 4 In this study, we designed a scenario that preterm birth was caused by the additive effects of 1000 rare variants. One advantage of selecting preterm birth as the disease model is that preterm birth can be approximated by gestational ages, rendering enhanced statistical power. Through simulations we demonstrated that strong genetic associations can simply become undetectable because of the ineffectiveness of rare variant collapsing methods, shedding lights on an important source of the missing heritability in GWAS. Our study may help to explain why genetic associations have not been detected for preterm birth. 5, 6 Moreover, our simulation procedure can serve as a framework for examining the effectiveness of rare variant association testing approaches.
Methods Statistics
The correlation coefficient (r) in this study was always the Pearson correlation coefficient. Both the statistics and P value were computed using the R software. Multiple testing was corrected by the Benjamini-Hochberg method, 22 also available in the R software.
Promoter regions
Gene positions (GRCh37) were downloaded from the Ensembl Biomart (http://grch37.ensembl.org/biomart). Promoter regions are defined as −800 to 199 bp (base pairs) of the transcription start sites. For the promoters with overlapped positions, only the left promoter was used. Then, 10 000 promoters were randomly selected for subsequent analyses.
Whole-genome genotypic data
The whole-genome genotypic data of 2504 samples were downloaded from the 1000 Genome Project Web site (http:// ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20130502/). 23 The rare variants (biallelic single-nucleotide polymorphism loci with MAF <0.5%) within the 10 000 selected promoters were retrieved using VCFtools. 24 Then, the promoter regions containing less than 10 rare variants were dropped. The total number of promoters included in the analysis was 9642, consisting of 235 842 rare variants.
Aggregation of rare variants
Aggregation of rare variants is not the count of rare variant loci. For any region or set of regions, the rare variant at position j in individual i is coded by the number of the minor allele:
The rare variant aggregation of the analyzed region(s) in individual i is the summation of all rare variant variables:
Simulation of causal rare variants
We designed a simulation study that 1000 rare variants were strongly associated with preterm birth. We simulated 2504 samples, of which half were preterm birth and the other half were term birth. The phenotype was gestational age, ranging from 21 to 41 weeks. Gestational ages of both preterm (21-36 weeks) and term (37-41 weeks) births were generated according to uniform distributions. Then, a total of 1000 causal rare variants were simulated. For each rare variant locus, we generated a guiding MAF ranging from 0.02% to 0.25%, which was obtained according to an exponential distribution with rate = 2. Then, the specific genotype of this locus in each individual was generated by the following procedure:
1. The genotype was coded in 0 (homozygous for the major allele), 1 (heterozygous), or 2 (homozygous for the minor allele). 2. The probability of generating the minor allele was determined by guiding MAF × risk factor, where the risk factor ranged from 0.75 to 2 depending on the gestational age: , for term birth 3. The genotype always had 2 alleles. For each allele, a random number between 0 and 1 was generated using a uniform distribution. If the random number was smaller than the probability of generating the minor allele as described above, the minor allele (+1) was generated.
Results

Quality of the simulated causal rare variants
The actual MAF of the 1000 simulated causal rare variants ranged from 0.02% to 0.48%, falling within the typical MAF range of rare variants. The actual MAFs were also highly correlated with the guiding MAF (R 2 = 0.666, P < 2.2 × 10 −16 ). For each sample, rare variant aggregation was computed. Across all samples, rare variant aggregations were significantly associated with gestational ages (R 2 = 0.246, P = 2.671 × 10 −155 ). A plot
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3 between rare variant aggregations and gestational ages ( Figure  1 ) confirms this association. Moreover, the plot shows that any individual carries no more than 12 causal rare variants, indicating that genetic heterogeneity is also achieved. Thus, simulation of 1000 causal rare variants for preterm birth was achieved.
Identifying the simulated causal rare variants from the genome reveals an important source of missing heritability
Identifying causal variants from the entire genome is a core task for association studies. Whole-genome sequencing technologies may generate millions of variants for a study cohort. Thus, this task is very challenging. We further assumed that preterm birth was caused by the 1000 simulated causal rare variants located in the promoter regions of mothers' wholeblood transcriptome at delivery which consisted of a total of 9642 transcripts. We retrieved the genotypes of 2504 wholegenome sequencing samples from the 1000 Genomes Project and embedded the 1000 simulated causal rare variants into subsets of the 9642 promoter regions from the whole-genome genotypic data. Note that at the embedded locations, the original rare variants were replaced by the simulated causal rare variants. To ameliorate the effect of population stratification, the simulated samples were randomly assigned to 1000 Genomes Project samples.
We assessed the association signals of the 1000 simulated causal rare variants from the whole-genome genotypic data. We generated a series of data sets by varying the proportion of causal rare variants within the embedded promoters. Analysis of individual rare variants is suggested to be impractical due to the rareness problem. Actually, we used the quantitative trait association testing available from the PLINK package 25 to assess individual rare variants but did not find any significant rare variant after adjusting for multiple testing. Thus, we assessed genetic associations by correlating promoters' rare variant aggregations with gestational ages. Under each proportion of causal rare variants, we first computed the number of embedded (affected) promoters and the association signal of all affected promoters as a whole. It is noted that the real association signal (only the 1000 simulated causal rare variants were aggregated) is R 2 = 0.246, P = 2.671 × 10 −155 . As shown in Table  1 , when the proportion of causal rare variants decreases, the association signal of all affected promoters becomes weaker. 
Bioinformatics and Biology Insights
This analysis suggests that the missing heritability is connected to inclusion of noncausal rare variants into the aggregation procedure. However, even with a proportion of 0.1, the association signal is still significant, suggesting that pinpointing the functional elements containing causal rare variants is critical for rare variant collapsing methods. We then scanned individual promoters to examine whether individual promoters could be identified for genetic association, using an adjusted (for all scanned promoters) P value of .05 as the cutoff. The number of true positives (ie, number of affected promoters being identified) was highly dependent on the proportion of causal rare variants (Table 1) . When the proportion was very high (≥0.9), more than half of the affected promoters were identified. When the proportion was smaller than 0.8, most of the affected promoters could not be identified, and the approach became totally ineffective when the proportion was smaller than 0.3. This analysis suggests that rare variant collapsing methods are ineffective when causal rare variants are dispersedly and sparsely distributed across the genome.
In summary, our simulation and analyses demonstrate that rare variants could be causes of complex disorders, and the missing heritability problem may result from the ineffectiveness of rare variant collapsing methods.
Discussion
Many theories have been proposed to explain the missing heritability problem in association studies, of which rare variants play important roles. 3, 7 Causal rare variants were previously suggested to have strong effects. 26 However, from the view of gene networks, it is possible that a large number of rare variants with moderate effects can collectively render rewiring of gene networks. Thus, it is reasonable to analyze the additive effects from a large number of rare variants.
In this study, using a simulation approach, we demonstrated that the missing heritability problem can result from the ineffectiveness of rare variant collapsing methods when very few chromosomal regions contain a large proportion of causal rare variants. We used actual promoters instead of simulated promoters to accommodate simulated causal rare variants, which was a real data-based simulation procedure. Real data-based simulations incorporate genomic and population genetic contexts and thus are more realistic than purely simulated data. This strategy was also adopted in one of our previous studies. 27 Optimally, any combination of rare variants should be examined for genetic association so that the real association can be eventually identified. However, an exhaustive search is computationally intractable, as a study cohort can have millions of genetic variants. Thus, it is desired to develop novel big data and artificial intelligence approaches to cleverly enhance the scope of examined rare variant combinations. For rare variant association testing, a big challenge is which variants to aggregate. 7 Functional annotation of variants such as nonsynonymous, stop-gain/loss, and frameshift may help selection of rare variants for aggregation, 7 but this approach may exclude the causal variants within noncoding regions. We suggest an optimization procedure which uses a set of suspected rare variants as the start point and iteratively adds the variants that maximize the association signal of the rare variant aggregation until reaches convergence.
The simulation framework of this study also has implications on the genetic mechanisms of preterm birth. Childbirth is a complicated biological procedure involving multiple pathways such as increased uterine contractility, cervical ripening, and decidua and fetal membrane activation. 28 Occurrences of multiple deleterious regulatory rare variants increase the chances of network rewiring in these pathways, which may further lead to enhanced risks of preterm birth.
